Spring Term 1 Curriculum Overview
Year 1
Our Topic: The Age of Technology
Subject

1st Half Term

English

In English we are learning –
 To write stories from other cultures and familiar settings.
 To write letters, instructions and scenes for a film linking to our History
topic Toys.
During our Read Write Inc lessons we will be learning different sounds to help us
develop our reading and writing.

Mathematics

In Mathematics we are learning to Calculate answers to vertical additions with 2-digit whole numbers
 Measure and record the length of a line in whole centimetres using a ruler
 To multiply, add and subtract numbers
 Say and write the mass, indicated by pictures
Additionally there will be a maths challenge every Friday which will consist of maths games

Science / Grow It /
Cook It

and word problems.
Everyday Materials
 Properties of materials, such as shiny, hard soft, bendy (flexible)
 Where materials come from and the difference between natural and manmade
 Sort and identify properties of materials

Cook It/ Grow It- Use bridge and claw cutting skill cook Bruschetta

Computing / Film It

Communicating Safely
 We will be learning how to use computer programs safely.
 Recognise what an email address looks like and how to use an email address.
 Use the keyboard functions effectively (back space, shift and arrow keys, enter,
spacebar) when word processing ideas

History / Geography

Toys now and then
 How toys have changed over time
 What is the same and different about old and new toys
 To learn about Victorian toys
Mechanisms and moving toys
 Explore toys that have winding mechanism
 Design and create a toy with a winding mechanism
 Test and evaluate our designs

Art / Design
Technology

Music

Duration
 Use voices to make long and short sounds
 Use percussion instruments to make sounds of differing duration

Religious Education

What does it mean to live with family and friends?

Physical Education

Outdoor P.E





Develop the idea of identity and relationships
Think about the idea of forgiveness
Learn about how traditions can help bind people and families

Developing ball control through racquet skills

Indoor PE

Philosophy for
Children (P4C/Ask It)

Sequencing moves together and exploring movement in dance
Through the subject of Philosophy For Children (P4C) we will be developing –
 Debating skills
 Questioning skills
Big Question: Do we comment on a stimulus?

Thank you for your support. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact
the class teachers. We look forward to an exciting and hardworking term.

